HASBRO OVERWATCH SPRING 2019 PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
NERF RIVAL OVERWATCH D.VA Blaster
(HASBRO/Ages 14 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $29.99/Available: Now)
Overwatch fans can play to win with this blaster designed in the style of D.Va’s trademark accessory
from Blizzard Entertainment’s internationally acclaimed team-based action game. It features recoil
action on trigger pull, a trigger lock that prevents accidental firing, and D.Va’s signature bunny charm
attached to the handle. This breech-load, spring-action Nerf Rival blaster holds 3 rounds and fires them
1 at a time at a velocity of up to 80 feet per second (24 meters per second). Comes with 3 Overwatch
Nerf Rival rounds.
NERF RIVAL OVERWATCH MCCREE Blaster
(HASBRO/Ages 14 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $39.99/Available: Now)
Aspiring Overwatch agents can now take on the role of McCree with this blaster designed in the style of
his signature Peacekeeper. The Nerf Rival Overwatch McCree blaster also includes a collectible die-cast
badge like the one worn by McCree in the game. The blaster features a spinning spur on the handle, a
swing-open barrel, a hammer that moves when the trigger is pulled, a spring-action mechanism, and a
trigger lock to prevent it from firing accidentally. It fires 1 round at a time at a velocity of up to 90 feet
per second (27 meters per second). Comes with 6 Overwatch Nerf Rival rounds.
NERF RIVAL OVERWATCH REAPER WIGHT EDITION Collector Pack
(HASBRO/Ages 14 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $129.99/Available: Now
Designed for the ultimate Overwatch fan, this Collector Pack includes 2 Reaper (Wight Edition) blasters
designed in the style of the shadowy mercenary’s signature loadout. It also features a replica Reaper
face mask with adjustable strap for Overwatch fans to display and wear—in and out of the shadows.
Each of these 2 breech-load Overwatch Nerf Rival blasters holds 8 rounds and fires them at a velocity of
90 feet per second (27 meters per second). They also feature spring-action mechanisms, ready
indicators, and trigger locks to prevent them from firing accidentally. Includes 16 high-impact Overwatch
Nerf Rival rounds.
NERF MICROSHOTS OVERWATCH Blasters Series 1&2
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Series 1 Available Now, Series 2 Available Spring
2019)
Experience the excitement, energy, and attitude of the Nerf brand, and find out why It's Nerf or Nothin'.
Nerf blasters from Hasbro deliver the ultimate in blaster performance for Nerf battles. The Nerf
MicroShots series combines collectability with blaster play and includes mini versions of fan-favorite
Nerf blasters. The Overwatch series features mini blasters (each sold separately) that capture the
distinctive style of Overwatch heroes.
The NERF OVERWATCH MICROSHOTS Series 1 assortment features three miniature, collectible blasters
(each sold separately) styled after the accessories of Overwatch heroes D.Va, Torbjörn, and Tracer.
Series 2, available in the Spring, will be based on Mei, Roadhog, and Lúcio.

MONOPOLY GAMER OVERWATCH COLLECTOR’S EDITION Game
(HASBRO/Ages 13 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $49.99/Available: Spring 2019)
It's the MONOPOLY game for fans of Blizzard’s Overwatch! In the board game, each player drafts a team
of 3, including a group leader, and then everyone battles for the high score to win! Players earn points
by moving around the board capturing objectives and collecting Loot Boxes. The MONOPOLY
OVERWATCH COLLECTOR’S EDITION includes a game board, 6 character tokens, 6 group leader cards, 16
objective cards, 9 Loot Box cards, 4 reminder cards, 1 numbered die, 1 ability die, 90 plastic HP chips (50
fives and 40 ones), a premium box, and a Game Guide. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
OVERWATCH ULTIMATES SERIES 6-INCH Figure & Dual Pack Assortments
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99, $39.99 for Dual Pack/Available: Spring 2019)
With the OVERWATCH ULTIMATES SERIES, fans and collectors can build a roster of their favorite heroes
and imagine the action of Overwatch leaping onto their shelves and into their collections. These
premium 6-inch-scale figures feature game-inspired designs with multiple points of articulation, and
come with their signature in-game accessories for high poseability and display. Heroes in this singlefigure assortment include Tracer, Lúcio, Sombra, and Blackwatch Reyes (Reaper). The Dual Pack
assortment include Soldier: 76 and Ana; and Pharah and Mercy. Includes: figures and accessories. Each
figure or Dual Pack sold separately. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
OVERWATCH ULTIMATES SERIES 6-INCH REINHARDT Figure
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $49.99/Available: Spring 2019)
The heavily armored Reinhardt charges into battle with his Rocket Hammer, and always has his Barrier
Field ready if his team comes under heavy fire. This premium 6-inch-scale Reinhardt figure comes with
his signature accessories and features game-inspired design and multiple points of articulation for high
poseability and display. With the premium OVERWATCH ULTIMATES SERIES, fans and collectors can
build a roster of their favorite heroes. Additional figures each sold separately. Includes: figure, 2
accessories, and 2 shield stands. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
OVERWATCH ROLE PLAY MASK Assortment
(HASBRO/Ages 14 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Fall 2019)
With the Overwatch role play mask, fans and collectors can imagine being part of the action in Blizzard
Entertainment’s Overwatch. These premium role play masks feature designs that are true to the game,
with a high level of detail, a flip-down visor, and an adjustable, super comfort fit that’s great for cosplay
and Halloween. Masks in this assortment include Genji and Tracer. Each mask sold separately. Available
at most major toy retailers nationwide.
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